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The   Wheel,   Turns   Again  

  As our world orbits, once again, into another equinox, the season of Mabon comes full of the                 
harvest of everything we’ve sown through another year’s season of longer days. No doubt we carry                
luscious fruit but heavy are also the stalks from which poor crop grew. We are thankful for the whole lot                    
of it, for in success or failure much is always to be learned. Ahead awaits the final harvest of Samhain                    
and then, once again, the increasingly cold and dark nights of winter. This is a time to embrace Chikchan                   
energies in order to finish up old projects and/or plant the seeds for a due change in lifestyle. But                   
please--be bountiful in all you do. Consider the infinite hues of Autumn and be the fire she will dress the                    
northern   forests   in.  
 

Meet   our   new   President  
  This past August,, Neena Massey, was sworn in as our          
new President. Neena has long since been a supporter of          
the OE vision and this new step will allow her to place            
vocation & talent at the disposal of our growing         
community. Neena is trained and certified in Elementary        
Montessori, General and Specialized Education. She has       
worked extensively with elementary-aged students in a       
bilingual setting, as a teacher and family liaison for over          
15 years. Currently, she is pursuing an Interdisciplinary        
Master's Degree of Fine Art in the areas of performance          
art, wellness and education at Goddard College. As a         
wholehearted believer in modeling quality learning skills       
and attitude, when not in the classroom, Neena can be          
found hard at work: designing clothes, creating       
homemade   body   scrubs,   choreographing   dances   and   more.  
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The   Return   of   the   Twin   Heroes   

  We’re going on 5 years now since the beloved mayan myth of The Twin Heroes was first spat                  
into the hands of a few magpie-wanderers who by fate had gathered in awe around the trunk of a Jicara                    
Tree growing at the edge of the village where Amerikano.E.studio #1 once spearheaded so much of what                 
now lives in Denver CO, Ithaca NY, Costa Rica, Australia and China. As with Xquic, our bellies became                  
quickly swollen with a beauty that would take us several years to even begin to understand. Mircea                 

Eliade knew a bit of this magic, “ In imitating the exemplary acts of a god or of a mythic hero, or simply                      
by recounting their adventures, the man of an archaic society detaches himself from profane time and                
magically   re-enters   the   Great   Time,   the   sacred   time.”  

 This year the myth of Twin Heroes was retold by Master Mentor Ron Green at Augustana Early                 
Learning Center in Denver as well as in a old dusty gathered up band of ragamuffins in Esparza, CR.                   
Juan Pablo who was part of studio 1 in Costa Rica, was one of them. Here is the experience “ straight                    
from   la   yegua’s   mouth ”   (SFLYM):  

Our   Descending   into   Xibalba 

In this little country, Costa Rica, there is        
a town call Esparza (where I live); it´s like being          
in a place with cars, buses and people walking         
to point A to point B, but at the outskirts of           

Esparza is more like “you better hope somebody        
hear   your   scream”   and   the   usual   cow   passing   by.  
 
 This year the place of the gathering for        
telling the story of The Twin Heroes and carving         
jicara was taking place in El Tejar because my         
mentor’s, Carl B. Emmons, house is there; also I         
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haven’t seen him nor his family since 2014 but         
getting to El Tejar is quite a journey, so telling          
the taxi driver to trust me I know where is my           
destination, even though I didn’t know where it        
actually   was. 

When I finally got to Carl’s house       
(thanks the gods), I was greeted with a warm         
welcome from Carl, Glo (Carl’s wife), Owen       
(Carl’s older son), Zooey (Carl’s younger son)       
Zooey and an old time friend/member of       
Originateve Andrés Rojas Rojas (also known as       
RedRed). Also they offer me food which it’s        
always   good   for   the   belly. 

After the delicious second breakfast     
(can’t say no to food), I had to choose the jicara           
I was going to work with. For me I can’t choose           
just any jicara because it has to call me and          
picked my interested, therefore I will get       
comfortable carving on the jicara. When I       
started working on my chosen jicara, Carl was        
telling stories about our way of solving problems        
and also playing with the kids. After a while,         
when the time came, we packed anything       
necessary for our journey to the river because        
we   had   a   myth   to   remember. 

The walk began sometime before the      
father Sun eat his lunch, we were all gear up to           
began our adventure into the rabbit hole.       
Singing tunes to the trees, birds and some cows         
that papa bear Carl while he was playing drums         
and just like the story, we come across obstacles         
but   weren’t   death   threatening   at   all.  

Then we got to our destination, a       
beautiful “posa” hidden from reality and there it        
was the storytelling stone table waiting for us to         
listen   the   Twin   Heroes   Story. 

We, the “grown ups”, sat down and       
started preparing the jicara candle while the       
little devils played in the water and when the         
drums   started   playing,   that’s   the   cue   to   start. 

I started telling the story, then Red Red,        
Glo, Carl and last Owen who was eager to tell          
his part. If you don’t know the story I will not           
tell it here because it’s special and you should’ve         
been   there,   so   shame   on   you. 

After the story, I played with the over         
energetic Owen, the grumpy Zooey (I believe he        
was hungry, who wouldn’t) and Red Red in the         
river. 

After a while, I had a serious       
conversation with Glo about the future, so I’m        
not   going   into   details   because   well   it’s   personal.  

When the time come, everybody walk      
uphill to the family’s house but to me it was          
waking up into reality because of all the missed         
calls I had in my cellphone. Even though I was          
leaving the rabbit hole and walked into my        
responsibilities again, I had my jicara lantern to        
guide me through the night so I could always         
remind   me   that   I’m   not   alone. 

Juan Pablo (aka JP/Ma Coche) is an       
original seed transplanted from Studio I down in        
Esparza Costa Rica, the umbilicus of      
Originateve, way back under the moons of 2011        
when we first opened our threshold to be never         
closed again! JP continues to struggle in mythic        
battles of his own as a young man born into a           
family of academic erudites mostly skeptic of       
anything that is not tailored to a literalist        
rhetoric and a utilitarian modern capitalistic      
agenda. Only time will tell how many descents,        
of his own, into Xibalba it will take for him to           
remember the  warrior for eloquence in multiple       
Languages that he is but has yet to become. As          
with all publishing within the Flight Path, this        
article has not been edited precisely to be        
demonstrative of the progress made through      
our   OE   Initiation   Curricula. 
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   Hermes’   Satchel  
Beaver   Treads   where   the   Arapahoe   once   did  

This past September 21st  Chompers,     
our dear trusty Beaver, was let loose through        
the streets of downtown Denver where he       
participated   in   the   Broadway   Halloween   Parade.  

Chompers is now the 3rd annual      
upcycling art piece created by Originateve as a        
reminder of our need to consider our ability &         
responsibility to rethink our relationship with      
trash. All 3 sculptures, stem from a strategic        
alliance between the Greenway foundation and      
Originateve. Albert-The-Fish can be seen at the       
Emily Griffith Opportunity School while     
Iyach-The-Turtle   lives   at   the    D enver   Zoo. 

 A special thanks to the Curnow      
Green family for their incessant efforts to dress        
all 3 of these regenerative mascots but also for         
their relentless modeling of regenerative     
practice   as   a   family.  

If   you   would   like   to   participate   in   next 
year’s   upcycling   effort   please   join   our   facebook 

&   let   us   know: 
https://www.facebook.com/Originateve  

 

Grant   Allows   Song   &   Story   to   Carry   on  

One of the many    
blessings from this   
second harvest was the    
approval of a $1000 Wells     
Fargo grant which allows    
Originateve Master  
Mentor: Ron Green to    
continue enchanting the   
children of Children’s   
Chalet and Sunrise Early    
Learning Center through   
the Krik Krak programming that has proven to        
be an incredible approach towards developing      
literacy   in   pre-schoolers. 

Krik?   Krak!   in   the   Land   of   the   Huetares 

The Emmons family has been hard at task         
reigniting long relationships with the youth of       
Esparza. One of these successful encounters      
was the 2-week Krik Krak program that Master        
Mentor Carl imparted in Colegio Santa Sofia to        
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all 12 levels bouncing back and forth between        
enthusiastic wreck-ridden preschoolers and    
apathetic boredom stricken high-schoolers.    
Upon meeting up with him to get a few words          
he simply shared what he had spoken to many         
of the students he ran into again,  “Once upon a          
moon, I was a teacher here, in these same halls.          
Now, I am a storyteller looking for some ears         
pointed   towards   the   North.” 

Special nostalgic note: Santa Sofia in      
2010 was the chosen time & place where        
Originateve founders, Carl & Ron, first met for        
the, now, legendary 4am coffee-sipping sessions      
that gave shape to Amerikanoestudios which      
then   went   on   to   engender   our   beloved   magpie.  

For   more   on   our   early   literacy   programs: 
OE   Literacy   Programs 

Originateve   University  
of   Holistic   Studies  

 This summer, OEU celebrated      

the accomplishment of Paul    
Huttenhower in obtaining his    
Bachelor’s of Science in    
Regenerative Engineering. Paul is    

now serving in the capacity of Head Chef &         
Culinary Education Director at Augustana Early      
Learning Center bringing the richness of his       
being onto the plates of the kids he then         
continues to enchant in our endeared Glenndale       

Faery Garden.  
When not hard at    
work Paul can be    
found playing with   
his steadily  
growing 4-month  
year   old   gift:   Sova.  
 

We also  
had the chance to    
honor Carl  
Emmons’ incessant  
determination to  
push the boundaries of what being a OE        
Certified Mentor can be by granting him with        
his Master’s of Holistic Education &      
Regenerative Practice. Now, Carl is wrapping up       
a time of remembering his family’s roots in        
Costa Rica before heading to Shishi PRC to        
open up Master Tree Kindergarten. Expect to       
hear   plenty   more   from   that   side   of   the   world!  

Vast transformation is also being played      
in and around OEU’s 11th intern in Certified        
Mentorship, Glow Alvarado, who is currently      
heard to be making her run out of the darkness          
of Calli with more than a few boons on her back           
to lay at the service of the local and global          
ecology she and her family continue to weave        
themselves in and out of as they narrow in on          

FLORA   for   2019.  
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Forest   Laboratory  
of   Regenerative   Arts 
Join   the   team! 

 The seeds of FLORA have been planted       
into the rich soil of College View, Colorado.        
Sprouting is scheduled to take place in the Fall         
of 2019. Planning and recruitment is growing       
exponentially. If you or someone you know is        
interested in joining our team we would love to         

hear   from   you:    future@flora.org   

From   Lawn   to   Garden 

This summer, future Flora staff     

members: Carl and Glow flew in from Costa        
Rica and joined Executive director Ron green       
for several mornings of disrupting the College       
View fashionable yard of Aillene Hochrein and       
her husband Travis in order to transform her        
into a luscious garden. Here’s the story       
“SFTYM”: 

Lush   New   Life 

I went one day to contribute, if I could,         
what knowledge life had given me to an        
Originateve Board Meeting and ended up with       
a   vegetable   garden. 

You see I did not expect to walk into a          
room of ideas, community and something else,       
perhaps less tangible than that. That night we        
spoke of the importance of growing gardens,       
especially for children’s education. The     
conversation went this way and that and before        
I knew it, I had offered my front yard up to the            
cause. 

My husband lovingly agreed to let me       
let it be planted and here we are just a few           
months later with a jungle of green reaching for         
the sun. Now as we head into fall, the season          
often associated with dying, we are surrounded       
by nothing but lush new life, for as the garden          
grows,   so   does   the   child   in   my   womb. 
 
 As I discover new buds and pluck squash        
from the stem, I cannot help but feel grateful         
for the people our child will get to know and          
the delightful array of worldly knowledge it will        
learn from them, all because of a concept that         
fluttered   into   the   room   that   day. 

Aillene Hochrein is a renaissance     
seamstress that puts forth her talent at White        
Hawk   Expressions.  

 *This is the first of many FLORA       
Lawns-to-Garden projects the Flora planning     
team is upstarting as part of the ecological and         
cultural regenerative spirit and change bound to       
blossom in the College Avenue area in Denver,        
where   FLORA   will   open   up   in   the   Fall   of   2019. 
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We   Have   No   Word   for   “Future” 
Felicidad   en   el   Nido   de   Lino   y   Penny! 

  Originateve is ecstatic with the     
a nnouncement of the hatching of yet another       
urraquita into our magpie village. This past       
Summer Solstice, Francisco Miguel Rivolta was      
born at 5.47am. As said to be true of all  crablike           
cancer-sign creatures, Panchito is a wee-man of       
roots, strong enough to draw in both sides of his          

Venezuelan family who have    
been enjoying their new    
grandchild, todos bajo un    
mismo techito en Santa Ana,     
Costa Rica. Ancient wisdom    
from the East says that this      
Rooster is bound to one day      
enlighten us with his    
confidence and intelligence.   
To those of you who were able       
to meet Lino & Penny during      
their Originateve Immersion   
program in Denver in 2014,     
this should come as no     
surprise for what a brilliant     
couple   they   are.  

 

 

 

 

Bread   is   in   the   Oven   in   the 
Land   Down   Under!! 

With great joy we have     
received the news that our     
dear friends Aspen & John are      
now pregnant! All of our best      
wishes go out to them both      
alongside John Jr who must     
be thrilled to so quickly have      
become   a    guwalgang-哥哥. 

The   Giver   is   Back  

 Participants in 4 different countries are      
currently thriving in an online cross-cultural, mixed       
age, multi-level English reading group experience      
of Lois Lowry’s Originateve favorite:  The Giver .       
Carl Emmons is mentoring this group and shuffled        
together a few thoughts you may consider as for         
joining   future   Community   Reading   Groups: 

    On   Reading   in   Community 

We sit behind closed doors and read about the         
cosmos. What we highlight, will at best, be what         
we last forget. Who is holding who accountable to         
what? We have done well to chisel ourselves out of          
the grip of anyone worth having a say in how we           
go about our way. And so we read. And we          
highlight.   And   forget.  

In our highly individualized modern societies,      
community is mostly a bustling of individuals that,        
though continuously crossing paths with each      
other, have no effect or affect, whatsoever, on        
each other. As to be expected in the age of plastic,           
there is nothing natural in this faux-interaction.       
The nature of nature is interdependence yet       
modernity demands independence. And so the bee       
hums yet knows not the sweetness of the flower         
that buds yet knows not the tickle of the honey          
bee. We have succeeded in stripping ourselves free        
of the need for the other and the stakes for our           
folly   are   high. 
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Stemming from an awareness of this modern       
epidemic of unaccountability and isolation,     
Originateve routinely offers the opportunity to      
engage in community reading. These groups are       
comprised of participants from all walks in life        
committed to engage, not only healthy discussion       
but more so, the transformation required by       
serious learning. Though an Originateve Certified      
Mentor assists in facilitating the upstart and       
continuance of a community reading group, each       

participating individual  
carries an equal proportion    
of responsibility towards   
achieving the common   
ground of accountability.   
Pacing and other guidelines    
are discussed and agreed    
upon by all participants at     
the onset of a book. Once      
a book is completed the     
opportunity to revisit the    
text as a further “check in”      
is encouraged. A few of the      
authors we engage on a     
routine basis are: Martin    
Prechtel, Leonard Schlain,   
Michael Meade, Robert   
Bly, Martin Shaw as well as      
ample literary standards   
that many of us may have      

completely breezed over during    
our   years   of   formal   study. 

For   more   information   on   our   OE   Community 
Reading   Groups   please   write   to: 

carlemmons@originateve.org 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Beyond   our   Certified   Mentorship   Program 

 Warm words of thanks have blown in from        
the colder lands still trod by the people of the          
Shishalh nation. Certified Mentor Mariel     
“Sheherazade” Yglesias is now continuing her      
studies at Simon Fraser University completing a       
PhD in Educational Theory and Practice:      
Curriculum and Pedagogy while also leading an       
outdoor educational program for the Sechelt      
Community.  
 “ I can't believe I get to have such a fancy          
cutting edge certificate that came mostly as a gift.         
It is what allows me to have the job I have, pay for             
my life abroad and navigate a PhD, both financially         
and intellectually. So, THANK YOU. I wouldn't       
have the opportunities and path I am enjoying        
today   if   it   hadn't   been   for   your   help   and   love. ”   

Mabon   Story   Gatherings 
 
 The equinox was received    
with the gifts of story and song       
around warm fires and drizzles of      
rain   in   both   denver   and   Costa   Rica. 

As the Sacre d Wheel spins,     
be sure to join the band of       
Storytellers near you. Coming    
soon, in what is now known as       
October, we will be gathering     
alongsi de the dead and gone  for      
our   night   of   Samhain   Story-Telling. 

For   more   details:     future@originateve.org  
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D enver   Parks   and   Recs   to   collaborate   with 
Originateve   starting   this   Fall 

 Excitement is in the air for the vast        
possibilities of regenerative work to be carried out        
thanks to a confirmed collaboration between      
Originateve   and   denver   parks   and   Recs.  

 Learn about this & other projects by       
coming to our Open House Board Meetings every        
last   Wednesday   of   the   month. 

Opossum   Medicine 

 On September 13th, an opossum frien d      

decided to visit our International Originateve      
Board meeting. Carl and Glow quickly dropped the        
call and left those of us in denver wondering if          
what in the world had come of them and their new           
friend. As the week went on, turns out there was          
much learning to be had from the opossum        
medicine known and practiced by our indigenous       
ancestors   but   forgotten   by   most   of   us.  

“When Opossum  
comes to us as a     
teacher it is telling us     
that strategy is   
required in a present    
situation. We should   
rely on our instincts for     
the best way to get out      
of a tight corner. If it      
takes pretending to be    
apathetic or unafraid,   
then do it. Many    

times in life if we refuse to struggle or show that           
hurtful words affect us, our taunters will leave us         
alone   because   the   game   isn’t   fun   any   longer.” 

For   more   on   animal   medicine   and   wisdom: 
http://native-american-totems.com   
 
 

 

Back   to   the   Down 

It has been almost a year when my village         
left Jinan. Actually, they are never left, just exist in          
another way. But I think distance is everything, so         
myself   resisted   to   believe   they   are   still   there.  
 
 When they lift I shut my heart to the         
world. It was a very silence year for a very poor           
person. How I want to take off my mask, How I           
need   to   have   a   deep   conversation   only   I   knew.  

Recently, I feel I did not have lot of time          
to wait. and I can’t stand myself anymore. I         
remembered the time we were together tell       
stories, play music, read books and fight for our         
mind. This is beautiful. We knew we are not         
perfect   but   we   still   love   everyone   in   our   village.  

How I missed that time and those people.        
So I decided to emerge from the deep ocean.         
Thank to the God! When I am back, I saw my           
village still there. Distance is a problem not really a          
problem.   I   am   back,   now. 

Summer   (aka   Samo   Da)   -   Jinan,   China 

Originateve   Gran d   Council   2017 

The accompanying myth for this years’ OE       
Gran d Council meeting was the     
Coyote-Trickster-Cycle.  
 A warm thanks to Steve for opening up        
the  doors of his family’s mountain cabin, as well as          
each of our kin able to make it out for the           
fellowship and sharpening of vision that has been        
an integral part of each of the 3 Grand Councils          
held   since   the   birth   of   our   organization.  
 We would love to have you join us, next         
summer, where the Epic Myth of the Kalevala will         
be   the   light   that   guideth   through   the   unknown. 

Submissions   for   publication   can   be   sent   to:  
flightpath@originateve.org  
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